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Content
 16 Snippets Latest news and updates from the beauty and wellness industry

 20 New openings Salons and spas that have been launched in the country

 22 Main interview Lesley Jennison, Global Colour Ambassador for 
Schwarzkopf Professional and Essential Looks, loves everything about hair and 

styling, but her absolute passion is colour 
 24 Role model Samantha D’Souza, Owner of one of the most sought-after 

salons, Samantha’s Salon in the plush locales of Bandra West in Mumbai, is a 
young prodigy in the hairdressing industry

 32 Trends The  ve-day extravaganza at the India Couture Week ’18 showcased 
the artistic blend of hair with make-up

 40 In  uencer Delhi-based fashion designer, Ashima Sharma shares her views 
on the fashion and beauty industry, future plans, and more 

 42-52 In focus The monsoon season brings with it innumerable challenges and 
opportunities for the beauty industry, both at the same time. During this time, 
consumers are always in the look out for innovative products as skin and hair 
are not always in their best behaviour. To make things worse, the high humidity 
index can play the real spoil sport in an effort to keep make-up in place. 
However, it does not restrict them from experimenting. Industry stakeholders 
take cue from raised demands and bring in innovation, awareness, top notch 
marketing strategies, to name a few, to stay ahead in the competition. From 
beach-proof to heat-resistant beauty products, the market is  ooded with 
options. Keeping this in mind, we speak to top make-up brands and renowned 
make-up artists in the business to understand the concept of weather-proof 
make-up, trends, top line innovation, star products, and more

 57-64 Beauty Renowned bridal and celebrity make-up artist, Pakkhi Pahuja Siroya, is 
on a mission.to rede  ne the in-salon experience for brides-to-be with the launch 
of her salon, Team Vanity; Shahnaz Husain sheds light on the importance 
of a positive professional image; Dr Batul Patel, Dermatologist and Medical 
Director at The Bombay Skin Clinic, shares his views on Lip Tattoo as a trending 
aesthetic procedure; Product launches in skin care and perfumes 

 67-71 Spa focus The Sakura Spa at The Marriott Suites Pune focuses on integrated 
healing and wellness modalities; Ankit Rawat, Director Spa at the Ritz-Carlton in 
Bangalore, shares his meritorious journey of 15 years; Spa packages 

 72 Celeb style Food expert, actress, author, television personality and 
entrepreneur, Padma Lakshmi shares her beauty and  tness mantras

 74 Events The social calender: what is happening when and where

 76 Academy Niti Luthra Makeup Academy in Noida and Chandigarh offers varied 
courses make-up

 78 Step-by-step Recreate the intricate cut
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